Flip-N-Go®
Training

Flip-N-Go, The Upside of Training Spaces
Easy to move, easy to store, easy to love. Simply Flip-N-Go.
Intuitive and highly functional, Flip-N-Go® training tables are time-saving
workhorses. With effortless maneuverability, and legs designed for easy
nesting and quick storage, the durable tables provide optimal convenience.
Not only do Flip-N-Go tables perform beautifully, but they are also as
attractive as they are practical. With more than 900 standard laminates to
inspire a creative aesthetic, and the choice of black or silver frames, the
cleanly designed solutions make a harmonious statement in any training
environment.

Flip-N-Go®
Training
Flip-N-Go
Smooth operators.
1. Two frame choices.

It’s easy to coordinate a complete training
room with solutions that create a collective
aesthetic and complement Flip-N-Go
choices. Add a Keep™ Mobile Unit and
Lectern to complete your space.

2. Tech-savvy features.

versatile

Legs (frames) available in either black or
silver.

Surface-mount power data or USB, as well
as daisy-chain electrical options.

3. Modesty panel ensures efficient
nesting.
TRAINING CONFIGURATION

coordinate

An integrated modesty panel with built-in
cable trough accommodates power kits,
yet still allows for trouble-free nesting
without interference.

4. Alternative configurations.

Secure tables together using the
ganging accessory included for added
sturdiness. Add transition tables and
pie connectors to create different or
elaborate configurations to fit any training
environment.

Intuitive design allows tables to nest neatly
together in a straight row. Tables available
in rectangle, crescent, trapezoid, transition
and pie top options to create a variety of
environments.

mobility

It doesn’t take much to put Flip-N-Go to
work. Simply roll the tables into place and
lock the casters. Dual-sided levers allow for
easy flip action. When they’re not in use,
tabletops tilt and lock for easy nesting and
storage.

stylish

With more than 900 standard laminates,
edge treatments, standard grommet options
and the choice of frame color, Flip-N-Go
tables make a harmonious statement.

TRANSITION TABLES NESTED

INTEGRATED MODESTY PANEL
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